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Abstract—In this paper we propose a new method of dielectric
characterization of high-k thin films based on the measurement
of coplanar capacitor inserts between two coplanar waveguide
transmission lines. The measurement geometry is deposed on the
thin film which is elaborate on an insulating substrate. The thin
film permittivity is extracted with the help of a mathematical
model describing the capacitance between two conductor plates
deposed on a 2-layers substrate. A simple correction is proposed
in order to enhance the matching between the model and the
full wave simulation. The results of the proposed measurement
method are compared to those of a classical characterization
technique using parallel plate capacitor geometry.

Keywords—Ferroelectric, thin film, characterization, microwave,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric thin films are widely studied for their non
constant dielectric permittivity which allows realization of
electrically tunable components and devices such as microwave
filters, reflectarray antennas, resonators or phase shifters. De-
pending on the component architecture, the films have to be
elaborated either on a conducting electrode or an insulating
substrate. As thin films synthesis, and hence dielectric proper-
ties, strongly depend on the substrate’s crystalline structure,
it is important to use the same topology for the material
characterization and the final component.

MIM (Metal Insulator Metal) topology is commonly used
in order to characterize thin films, [1]–[4]. However, at high
frequencies or in the case of a high permittivity, propagation
phenomena reduce the apparent permittivity. A solution would
be patterning smaller electrodes, with the inconvenience to
make fabrication and measurement more difficult. Moreover,
the fringing field at the metalization edges would becomes
more important and should be considered.

Most characterization methods relying on CoPlanar Wave-
guide (CPW) technology are based on propagation constant or
effective permittivity measurements. The obtained accuracy is
usually poor because the film permittivity only little contributes
to the effective permittivity as the distance between conductors
is important compared with the film thickness. The proposed
method allows measuring the complex permittivity of a fer-
roelectric thin film in the microwave range using a coplanar
capacitance with a narrow gap.
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Figure 1. Proposed topology to extract complex permittivity. In practice,
Wline= 30 µm, Sline= 150 µm, Wcond= 30 µm, Wcapa= 60 to 150 µm and
Scapa= 4 to 12 µm. The thin film thickness is 1 µm.

II. MEASUREMENT TOPOLOGY

The proposed topology is a coplanar capacitor formed
by two plates of width Wcapa separated by the distance
Scapa and connected to CPW transmission lines, Fig. 1. Lines
allow measuring the capacitance without disturbing it and
the use of GSG (Ground Signal Ground) probes. Different
capacitor geometries are used, the line and gap width of the
CPW transmission line, respectively Wline and Sline , are kept
unchanged allowing to use the same de-embedding set for the
measurements. Different widths of plates Wcapa are necessary
to perform the proposed correction explained later on.

In order to extract permittivity of the thin film, a ma-
thematical model is needed as the capacitance between the
two conductors cannot be determined as easily as in a MIM
configuration. Gevorgian [5] proposes an equivalent π network
for a CPW series gap using conformal mapping but assumes an
infinitely thick substrate, which cannot be applied here. In [6] a
complete model describes the gap discontinuity but extraction
of thin film permittivity is not easy. In our case, we only
consider the two plates deposed on the film, not the complete
discontinuity with the ground. This simplification allows using
a more simpler model for computing the capacitance.

We do not choose the model proposed by Gevorgian [7],
which takes account of the fringing field at the extremities,
because it has a “fitting parameter”. The parameter is an
integration constant and can be set to any value in theory. In
practice, this parameter can match the capacitance given by the
model to the simulation’s one, but has no physical signification.

Our approach is based on Vendik’s model [8] which gives
the capacitance between two coplanar plates but without taking
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Figure 2. Topology decribes by Vendik’s model. Solid lines represent the
linear capacitance Cl and dash lines the fringing field capacitance Cf at the
plates extremities. The model only considers the contribution of the linear
capacitance Cl.

account the fringing field at the extremities of the plates. It
only considers the linear contribution Cl, Fig. 2. This model
seems to be less precise but has been chosen because a
simple correction can remove the fringing field part from the
overall measured or simulated capacitance. To avoid dimension
limitations, the complete form given by Vendik is used to
compute the capacitance:

CVendik = Cl ×Wcapa (1)
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where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind,
εf and εs are respectively the relative permittivity of the
ferroelectric thin film and the substrate and hf , hs refer to
film thickness and substrate thickness. With Wcond being the
length of the plates, we have l = Scapa+2Wcond . The coplanar
discontinuity is modeled by a π network presented Fig. 3.
In measurement, S-parameters permit to determine the series
capacitance Cs and the shunt one Cp by using the admittance
matrix.

[

Y11 Y12

Y21 Y22

]

=

[

jω(Cs + Cp) −jωCs

−jωCs jω(Cs + Cp)

]

(6)

Using (6), we can extract the series and the shunt capacitance:

Cs =
−Y12

2πjf
(7)

Cp =
Y11 + Y12

2πjf
(8)
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Figure 3. Equivalent π network of the proposed topology.
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Figure 4. Solid lines represent the series capacitance Cs and dash lines
the capacitance with the ground Cp. For small widths, the most part of the
fringing field is between the plates (a). When the width of the plates increase,
the ground catchs a part of the fringing field: Cs reduces and Cp grows (b).

III. SIMULATION OF THE CAPACITOR

The structure shown in Fig. 1 has been simulated with
the commercial software HFSS. Particular attention has been
given to mesh generation in order to avoid possible issues
resulting from high contrasts of size. In our case, the total
simulated substrate surface is 2×2 mm2 and the ferroelectric
thin film has a thickness of only 1 µm. When using the default
mesh settings, the results are not consistent. Consequently,
a finer mesh has to be enforced in the capacitor region in
order to obtain reproducible and conclusive results. Different
capacitor geometries (distances between coplanar plates Scapa

and width Wcapa ) will be presented to compare the model and
the simulation on numerous configurations.

A. Without correction

Fig. 5a shows the result of the simulation and the computed
capacitance given by Vendik’s model without applying any
correction. A considerable difference between the simulation
and the model is observed which indicate the contribution
of the fringing field cannot be neglected. As a consequence,
without correction, the model cannot be used for extracting the
thin film permittivity.

B. With correction but without ground effect

The basic correction assumes that the capacitance Cf ,
created by fringing field at the extremities of the plates
(Fig. 2b), does not depend on Wcapa since Wcond and Scapa

stay constant. It also neglects the influence of the ground
on the parasitic capacitance. Hence, we can write the series
capacitance:

Cs = Cl ×Wcapa + Cf (9)

Using a linear regression on the series capacitance Cs, the
Y-intercept Cf can be extracted and deduced from Cs. The
regression has been made for each distance between the con-
ductors because the fringing field is modified when the distance
Scapa changes. The result of the correction is visible in Fig. 5b.
The relative error is considerably lower than in the case without
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Figure 5. Comparisons between Vendik’s model and HFSS simulations. Without correction (a), with correction but no ground consideration (b), with correction
and ground consideration (c).

any correction, especially when the distance between plates
Scapa is small. For the smaller distances between plates, the
relative error is approximately 3 % and 8 % for the biggest
distance. Hence we suppose that the effect of the ground cannot
be neglected but has to be taken into account.

C. With correction and ground consideration

The elaborate correction consists in taking into account
the capacitance between the plates and the ground. While
extracting the series capacitance Cs, from the S-parameters
measurements, we also get the ground capacitance Cp (eq. 8).
Assuming the ground does not disturb too much the fringing
field but catches a part of it: when the width Wcapa increases,

Cf reduces and Cp grows, cf Fig. 4. We have the sum Cf+
Cp

2
constant for each width Wcapa and now the linear regression

is made on Cs +
Cp

2 . The result of this correction is shown in
Fig. 5c. The mean relative error become around 2.5 % for the
largest capacitor gap (less favorable case) and is below 1 %
for the smallest gaps, Scapa . For experimental characterization
of high-k thin film, the capacitor topology that gives the best
precision has small distance between the conductor plates and
large distance with the ground. In this case, a simple correction
allows removing the fringing field at the extremities of the
plates and the Vendik’s model can be used to extract the thin
film permittivity.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ba0.80Sr0.20TiO3 (BST) thin films were elaborated on
alumina substrates by using a modified sol-gel method de-
veloped in [9]. The coplanar capacitor structure consists of
a 1 µm thick copper layer deposed by sputtering and pattern
with photolithography. The dimensions of the capacitor are
measured with a ±0.3 µm accuracy. The width of the gap Scapa
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Figure 6. Estimated permittivity and losses in MIM and coplanar topologies.
At high frequencies, MIM topology cannot be used because propagation effects
reduce apparent permittivity. The coplanar topology can be used at higher
frequencies because no propagation effects are present.

is really critical because the capacitance strongly depends
on it when it is small. BST is also deposed on platinum
coated alumina substrates to have an estimation of the relative
permittivity of the film in a MIM topology.

The smallest gap size Scapa realized were 7.5 µm which



corresponds to the intermediate value utilized for the simu-
lations (cf Fig. 5c). The relative error of the permittivity
extracted from the S-parameters hence can be estimated to
1 %. A TRL (Thru Reflect Line) calibration has been done to
remove the effect of the connection lines, probes and cables.

A. Permittivity measurements

Fig. 6 shows the measured relative permittivity εr. For
the characterization in MIM geometry, an abrupt decrease of
the estimated permittivity can be seen at 3 GHz. This is due
to the propagation effect and indicates the frequency limit of
this technique. The results obtained above this frequency are
not reliable. In the case of the coplanar capacitor topology,
the extracted permittivity corresponds to the one determined
in the MIM topology at the left side side of the graph. A
continuous behavior of the permittivity evolution is obtained up
to approximately 10 GHz and a slight decay can be observed
at higher frequencies. The difference of the estimated value
of permittivity is probably due of the platinum coating which
can modify the dielectric properties of the film deposed above.
This shows the importance of characterized the material in
the same topology of the final application. In measurement,
the shunt capacitance Cp has not been extracted because the
calibration is not precise enough. Only the basic correction
has been made here, which results in a slightly underestimated
relative permittivity.

B. Extracted losses

Fig. 6 also shows the measured dielectric losses. At low
frequencies, tanδ given by the MIM topology is around 0.02.
At high frequencies, losses are false because the permittivity
is not extracted correctly. This indicates again the limitation
of the MIM topology. For the coplanar capacitor, losses are
overestimated. The reason is that metallic losses are also
measured and added to dielectric ones. A solution is to depose
thicker metallic layer, to reduce the contribution of metallic
losses.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we describe a new method for the dielectric
characterization of high-k thin films in the microwave range.
The proposed method consists in measuring coplanar capacitor
inserts into two CPW lines. A basic model and a simple
correction are proposed to extract the complex permittivity.

The proposed model is in very good agreement (below 1 %)
with numerical simulation for small gap between plates. In
measurement the coplanar characterization involves no propa-
gation phenomena contrary to MIM topology and permittivity
can be extracted at much higher frequencies. There is also
a good agreement between permittivity extracted with both
methods which comfort the validity of the proposed technique.
Smaller capacitors gaps will allow better agreement between
the reality and model with correction. Performing a better
calibration will permit to extract shunt capacitance in order
to applied the elaborate correction. Thicker metalization shall
reduce the contribution of metallic losses and hence shall make
the measurement technique also suitable for the characteriza-
tion of the material’s dielectric losses. Optimizations certainly
allow future high-k thin film characterization up to several
tenths of GHz.
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